The Effectiveness of 448-kHz Capacitive Resistive Monopolar Radiofrequency for Subcutaneous Fat Reduction in a Porcine Model
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Background and Objectives  
The effectiveness of many physiotherapy modalities in reducing subcutaneous fat has been investigated in numerous previous studies. However, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no attempts to determine the effectiveness of physiotherapy modalities in body contouring. The present report determined the effect of 448-kHz capacitive resistive monopolar radiofrequency (CRMRF) in a porcine model.

Materials and Methods  
This study investigated the effect of selective destruction of the subcutaneous fat layer in abdominal fat tissue using CRMRF. The effects of two types of CRMRF (capacitive electric transfer [CET] and resistive electric transfer [RET]) treatment were evaluated using regular digital photography in addition to thermal imaging evaluation, ultrasound measurement, hematological evaluation, and histologic analyses (H&E [hematoxylin and eosin], Oil red O, and immunohistochemistry staining).

Results  
Preclinical evaluation was performed to obtain the data for comparison of the safety and efficacy of the subcutaneous fat reduction after applying CRMRF using CET and RET. After treatment, the thermal transmission was effective, and a 42-47°C temperature change was observed in the fat layer while an approximately temperature of 42°C was confirmed on the skin surface. Moreover, after the application of both types of CRMRF treatment, fibrotic septa were observed in the adipose tissue induced by heat at the treatment sites. TUNEL staining was also performed to confirm the process of apoptosis in the adipocytes.

Conclusion  
These results suggest that both CET and RET for CRMRF treatment are safe and effective for subcutaneous fat reduction in a porcine model.
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INTRODUCTION

Variations in fat accumulation patterns lead to differential contour changes along the human body. These contour changes are related to a complex combination of factors, including lifestyle, age, gender, hormone levels, and genetic elements. Fat accumulation in the human body has dramatically increased in the past few decades and is associated with many diseases and health problems. Consequently, research efforts to develop a more effective and safe method for fat reduction are steadily increasing. Successful selective fat reduction has been reported using a variety of novel methods, including cryolipolysis, high-intensity focused thermal ultrasound (HIFU), radiofrequency ablation, and low-level external laser therapy.

A radiofrequency (RF) stimulator is a device used to achieve a medical or cosmetic effect by applying RF to human tissue, converting the tissue to thermal energy and raising the temperature inside the body. RF stimulators have been reported to increase the temperature, dilate blood vessels, increase blood flow, and relieve pain. The operation mechanism of this device involves the application of an RF current to tissue to generate thermal energy, and the RF energy converted to thermal energy increases the temperature of the tissue to dilate the blood vessels and increase the blood flow in the tissue, thereby relieving pain in the affected area. These treatments were recently developed and physical therapy devices (e.g., helium and infrared lamps, thermal therapy devices for compressing and applying a hot pack to the affected area, and RF stimulators using RF waves) have been widely used of late.

RF typically refers to radio transmission frequency (300-1,200 kHz), but RF in treatment devices refers to an RF current. The general commercial alternating current (AC) uses a 60-Hz frequency, whereas treatment devices use frequencies of 300-kHz to tens-of-MHz. That is, RF treatment produces a medical or cosmetic effect by applying an RF current to human biological tissue and harnessing the frictional heat generated by the ions in the cells between the anode and the cathode.

When heat is transmitted to the core at an average of 38-45°C through repeated and continuous use of RF, the blood vessels are dilated, which increases the metabolic function, thereby doubling the self-healing ability of the human body. In addition, the process improves the blood and lymphatic circulation, exerts a sterilization effect due to the high temperature, and induces the production of collagen in the dermal layer of the skin. The heat also loosens knotted muscle tissues. Heat treatment is widely known to have excellent effects on obesity, pore reduction, wrinkle removal, hair promotion, pain relief, etc.

With regard to the conventional RF stimulator, the RF generator generates the desired frequency, and the electrode pad, which is several times larger than the electrode (typically about 10 times), is attached to a large area like the back or the belly of the human body. An electrode emitting RF energy is attached to the site that requires medical or beauty treatment. The practitioner attaches the electrode pad or the electrode to the body, and the electrode is placed in contact with the treatment site for 10-30 min. Heat transfer is carried out in two ways. Resistive electric transfer (RET) utilizes the principle that the tissue between the conductor and the counter electrode generates bioheat by accelerating the electronic activity from the center. It is a deep-heat method that can be applied to subcutaneous and visceral fat. Capacitive electric transfer (CET), on the other hand, utilizes the principle that bioheat is generated by active electronic activity centered on the conductor in contact with the skin, and it contributes to the detoxification of the tissue by acting on specific adipocytes to activate venous blood circulation.

The main aims of this study were to evaluate the mechanisms of action, efficacy, and safety of the 448-kHz capacitive resistive monopolar radiofrequency (CRMF) in a porcine model. We found that the technique effectively resulted in fat reduction in the treated areas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and experimental design
Yorkshire pigs ranging in weight from 40 to 50 kg were purchased from CRONEX Co., Ltd. (Hwasung, South Korea). The animals were bred in SPF under optimal environmental conditions (temperature: 22 ± 3°C; humidity: 50 ± 10%; cleanliness: 1,500; ventilation: 15T/HR; internal pressure: 3 mmHg; airflow speed: 5 cm/sec; noise: 10 dB) and were evaluated in a GLP facility. After checking for the presence of abnormalities and the weight of the pigs, 3 ml of a solution containing Zoletil 50 (tiétamine hydrochloride + zolazepam hydrochloride, Virbac S.A., France) and Rompun (xylazine hydrochloride, Bayer) at a 6:4 ratio was injected intramuscularly for general anesthesia, and then the pigs were moved to the operating room. After they were laid on the operating table, they were intravenously injected with 2 ml of the same solution at the same volume. The airway was secured using a laryngoscope, and an 8.5-mm intubation tube was inserted, followed by...
respiratory anesthesia by administering a 2:1 mixture gas of TERRELL solution (isoflurane, Piramal Critical Care, Inc.) and oxygen. The experiment was then conducted, after which 0.2 ml/kg of Baytril (enrofloxacin, Komipharm International Co. Ltd.) was injected intramuscularly. After shaving the hair on the pigs’ back areas, each back area was subdivided and irradiated using 448-kHz CRMRF (K1MED Co. Ltd, Seoul, Korea) with RET or CET. Radiation was performed after installing the grounding connection on the lower part of the pig’s abdomen following sufficient and even application of RF-exclusive lotion for 10 min (i.e., massaging the target areas) (Fig. 1A and B). CRMRF was applied with an RF power from 150 to 200 W for CET and 80 to 100 W for RET. All procedures involving animals were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of CRONEX Co., Ltd in Korea (No. 201712003).

Serum lipid analysis
The pigs were restrained manually for collection of blood from the caudal portion of the external jugular vein. Blood samples were centrifuged at 1500 g for 25 min, and the serum or plasma was removed and stored at –20°C until the time of sample analysis. Serum was collected into heparinized tubes (Vacutainer, Becton-Dickinson, CA, USA) containing sodium heparin (143 USP units per tube) and immediately placed on ice. All samples were collected after an overnight fast of at least 12 h. Fasting triglyceride (TG) and cholesterol levels were determined enzymatically. Very-low and low-density lipoproteins (VLDL and LDL, respectively) were precipitated from the plasma using 4% sodium phosphotungstate, and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol was measured in the supernatant after centrifugation at 1500 g for 30 min at 4°C.21

Clinical evaluation
Clinical symptoms were measured using images captured daily with a digital camera (Canon 3000D, Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan). After treatment, macroscopic evaluation of burns and inflammation was performed by digital image analysis, using a phototrichogram system (Folliscope, Lead-M, Seoul, Korea). The fat layer thickness measurements were evaluated using diagnostic ultrasound (Sonon 300C, Healceron, Seoul, South Korea) 90 days posttreatment.

Biopsy specimens and histologic measurements
Paired 8-mm punch biopsy specimens were obtained from each side of the abdominal tissue at baseline and at the end of treatment. Posttreatment biopsy specimens were collected near the previous biopsy site. Tissue samples were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. Subsequently, 5-µm-thick sections, cut using a microtome, were transferred to ProbeOn Plus slides (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA, USA) and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The skin biopsy samples were stored at –80°C and placed in a Cryomold with optimum cutting temperature (OCT) (Tissue-Tek, Sakura Finetek Inc., Torrance, CA, USA). Next, 10-µm-thick sections were cut using a microtome, placed on slides, and stained with Oil Red O, followed by counterstaining of the nuclei with hematoxylin.

TUNEL (terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling) staining
For the TUNEL experiment, an ApopTag® Peroxidase In-Situ Apoptosis Detection Kit (S7100, Millipore, USA) was used. First, a 3-µm-thick paraffin block was made, and then heat was applied to it at 60°C for 1 h to remove the paraffin, followed by dehydration by washing with xylene, 100 and 95% ethanol, and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The tissue sections were treated with proteinase K (20 µg/ml) for 15 min as well as with 3% H2O2 to prevent
peroxidase activity. The slides were then washed with water, immersed in PBS solution for 5 min, and reacted for 2 min by dropping them into equilibrium buffer at room temperature. The terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) enzyme was then dropped onto the slides and was reacted in a wet chamber for 1 h. After washing three times with PBS, the slides were treated with a permeabilization solution (0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sodium citrate) at 4°C for 2 min and then washed. A TUNEL reaction solution (TdT, fluorescein-dUTP mixed solution) was used to label the chamber where the humidity was maintained at 37°C for 60 min, and then the slides were washed and observed with a fluorescence microscope.

**Statistical analyses**

Statistical comparisons between the treated and untreated groups were performed using a two-tailed Student t-test for paired samples. The results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation from at least three independent experiments, and *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 were considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Visual and instrumental comparison of CET and RET types**

After the application of CRMRF, visual evaluation was conducted by an expert as a safety evaluation to check for damage to or changes on the outside of the skin. For each condition, no significant difference was visually observed from the normal skin surface, and no external change was observed even on day 1, the day after the test. Changes in the skin, eyes, mucous membrane, breathing, acclimation, autonomic and central nervous systems, behavioral patterns, gait, and posture were observed. No problems occurred throughout the study. Both CET and RET were found to be safe, as they did not cause significant heat damage or side effects on the skin under each condition.

For skin care improvement using a high-frequency stimulator, the temperature of the skin surface should be determined. Therefore, in this study, the skin surface temperature was measured using a thermal camera, in accordance with the CRMRF treatment condition. The maximum temperature was identified as 40.5°C, and was confirmed to be safe, without any macroscopic problems, even with heat sensation on the skin immediately after use [Fig. 2]. Furthermore, the safety of all three probes used in the study device was confirmed.

**In vivo and ex vivo temperature measurement**

The heat energy generated in the RF region was transferred from the surface of the skin to the subcutaneous fat at a selective temperature of 42-47°C. To experimentally confirm that thermolysis was progressing well, the temperatures of the skin surface and the fat layer were measured. Measurement of the pigs’ skin surface temperatures using a ThermoCamera revealed that the skin surface temperature was 42-47°C when the test conditions for each group were applied. Under all conditions, the tests were conducted without thermal burns on the skin surface.

In addition, ex vivo measurement of the temperature change of the full skin layer cross-section using a ThermoCamera device revealed that after the application of CRMRF using the CET probe, the temperature changed only on the skin surface, preventing deeper heat transfer. On the other hand, the temperature change after application using the RET probe gradually moved from the skin surface to the fat layer and the heat was effectively absorbed by the tissue.

As a result, both the CET and RET methods used in the experiment in this study were confirmed to have generated a temperature that would not cause thermal damage on the skin surface.

**Evaluation of lipid profiles and hematological parameters**

Serum was separated from the blood collected at 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 24, and 72 h for each condition after the application of CRMRF and the levels of lipids (free fatty acids (FFA), TG, T-CHO, HDL-CHO, LDL-CHO, and phospholipids) were determined [Fig. 3].

No renal or thymus dysfunction, liver dysfunction, or lipid level abnormalities were found, and changes in the values remained within a safe range. At 24 and 72 h, it was confirmed that most of the parameters measured had returned to their pretreatment values. Considering that the cholesterol levels for patients in the RET group were higher than for those in the CET group, RET was considered more appropriate for treatments aimed at fat reduction. Overall, the values were confirmed to be within the normal range, suggesting that the application of CRMRF (CET and RET) is viable and safe for subcutaneous fat decomposition.

**Ultrasound imaging and Histological change measurement for efficacy evaluation**

Ultrasound imaging was performed at baseline [0], immediately after the treatment, and on days 1, 7, 15, 30, 60,
Fig. 2. Thermal profile changes in porcine skin temperature with CET and RET types of CRMRF. (A) In vivo skin surface temperature changes during the application of CRMRF (CET and RET applicator) and after the removal of the device immediately after the application. The energy of CRMRF transmits heat only to the skin surface under the applicator, and it was confirmed that around 42–47°C heat is generated, a safe temperature that does not cause skin damage. (B) For each energy generation during the application of the CET and RET types of CRMRF, heat transfer to the tissue was evaluated after generating heat on the surface of the ex vivo pig skin tissue layer.

Fig. 3. Posttreatment changes in serum lipid levels. The blood was analyzed by separating the serum from the blood collected at 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 24, and 72 h after applying (A) CET and (B) RET types of CRMRF. Levels of serum lipids, including total cholesterol, LDL, HDL, TG, and FFA, were examined.
and 90 to confirm the changes in the subcutaneous fat layer after the application of CRMRF. The energy delivered to the entire abdomen was delivered to the subcutaneous fat layer, and only the adipocytes in the area were reduced (Fig. 4). In particular, immediately after the treatment, thickness and shape changes of the subcutaneous fat layer (hyperechoic pattern change) appeared. Especially, the results of the RET revealed that they are more effective in reducing the deep fat layer than the CET.

After application of CET and RET to the treatment site, a skin histopathologic examination was performed using 8-mm punch biopsy. The collected skin tissues were soaked in a 10% formalin fixative, and paraffin blocks were created for H&E and Oil red O staining to determine whether a sufficient amount of the heat generated from the RF probe was delivered to the fat layer to reduce the subcutaneous fat (Fig. 5).

H&E staining showed sporadic coagulo-necrotic lesions in the adipose tissue immediately after the treatment, and the cell membranes of the adipocytes were unstable or destroyed. As time passed after the treatment, the fibrotic septa overlapped in the adipose tissue. After 30 days, the

**Fig. 4.** Changes in fat layer thickness, determined with ultrasound measurement. Ultrasound images at baseline, immediately after treatment with CRMRF, and on days 1, 7, 15, 30, 60, and 90 after treatment using (A) CET and (B) RET.
diaphragm gradually disappeared and was normalized over the course of recovery. Cell change appeared rapidly following treatment with RET and adipocyte destruction was found in all four conditions. There was a significant difference, however, in the change rate of the adipocytes close to the dermis and in that of the fat layer below.

Oil red O staining revealed a pattern of damage in the adipocytes due to heat and recovery was confirmed. In particular, with RET, the pattern by which all the adipocytes underwent macrophage infiltration until day 15 and entered into the process of programmed cell death showed a more effective outcome than that of CET.

**CRMRF induced increased apoptosis in vivo**

After the application of CRMRF at the treatment site, TUNEL staining was performed with the tissue section peeled from the same paraffin block as above to determine if selective thermolysis was adequately transmitted to the adipocytes and if the apoptosis process was completed in the adipocytes. The most prominent aspect of the cellular morphological changes early in apoptosis was the DNA cleavage of the cell nucleus. Through the TUNEL method, the end of the 3'-hydroxy group for one of the DNA segments in the apoptotic cells was observed. These findings suggested that in all the tissues to which

---

**Fig. 5.** Effects of CRMRF application on inflammatory responses and lipid reduction in porcine skin. Pictures taken after tissue staining (A) H&E, (B) Oil red O, (C) TUNEL assay, (D) Quantitative TUNEL assay for the abdominal skin biopsied tissues at baseline, immediately after the treatment with CRMRF, and on days 30 after the treatment. Green; apoptotic cells, blue; cell nuclei. Original magnification: × 100.
each condition was applied, the cell walls of the adipocytes were recovered and the thermal energy was better delivered with RET than with CET at 30 days.

**DISCUSSION**

Subcutaneous fat reduction using 448-kHz CRMRF in a porcine model was evaluated in this study and the findings confirmed the significant induction of apoptosis signaling. The results obtained from this preclinical study are novel, as to date, similar studies have not been conducted.

Tissue behaves as a semiconductor, providing resistance to the passage of electric energy, and this is translated to an increase in temperature. The therapeutic action of CRMRF depends on this increase in temperature but also on the increase of the potential energy of the cellular membranes. Recently, a system for capacitive and resistive energy transfer was developed to function in the RF range of 0.4-0.8 MHz with the capability of reaching deep tissues without damaging superficial tissues.

Since the data in the literature are encouraging, we wanted to evaluate the efficacy of hyperthermia in osteoarthritis following the clinical response using objective and subjective data. Notwithstanding the abundance of equipment currently used in physiotherapy, there are various pathological, tendinous, and muscular-enthetic processes that are particularly resistant to treatment and limit the possibility of engaging in competitive and non-competitive sports.

The efficacy of subcutaneous fat reduction using hyperthermic methods is based on the intensification of particular phases of the inflammatory process that accompanies increases in temperature. The vasodilatation obtained with heat induces an increase in the exchange of substances expressed with an increase in drainage at the inflamed site, removal of waste, and improvement of tissue perfusion with an increase in the local influx of cells involved in reparative processes. Our findings suggested that subcutaneous fat reduction with CRMRF using CET and RET is safe and effective. This system, based on the 448-kHz frequency, which is the key to active cell therapy, facilitates biostimulation, stimulates microcirculation, and promotes metabolic hyperactivation, while respecting cell physiology.

This study evaluated the safety and efficacy of CRMRF for subcutaneous fat reduction by applying CET and RET to a porcine model. Neither the CET nor RET method caused skin surface damage, dermal inflammatory or thermal reactions, or tissue necrosis on the skin surface. In addition, hematological analysis for the application of CRMRF showed that the liver function and lipid levels were changed within the normal range, and this did not have a toxic effect on the kidneys or thymus. Moreover, after treatment with CRMRF using CET and RET, changes in the subcutaneous fat layer in the abdomen were measured via ultrasound at different times for comparison purposes.

The thermolysis action of CRMRF was adequately transmitted to the target fat layer, leading to a temperature change to over 40°C in the fat layer. On the skin surface, an approximately 42°C temperature was confirmed. In addition, it was confirmed that the subcutaneous fat layer thickness was reduced by using the ultrasonic device for each application period (0, immediately after the treatment, and on days 1, 7, 15, 30, 60, and 90 after the treatment).

After treatment with CRMRF using CET and RET, the change in the thickness of the subcutaneous fat layer in the abdomen was measured via ultrasound at different times for comparison purposes.

To verify the treatment effect of the two conditions, skin pathological biopsy was used to confirm the inflammatory response, and H&E and Oil red O staining were used to confirm the effect of fat reduction. In the search for potential alternative candidate modalities for lipolysis, the RF device for effective reduction of the subcutaneous fat layer was investigated as a promising candidate using in vivo studies.

In our study, after treatment with CRMRF using CET and RET, histological changes in the subcutaneous fat layer in the abdomen were observed and compared through H&E (inflammatory cell identification), Oil red O (adipocyte identification), and TUNEL staining (apoptosis confirmation). In particular, the TUNEL staining studies showed that the CET- and RET-treated groups had markedly increased apoptotic cells compared to the control group. Apoptosis is characterized by strong DNA compaction and a high degree of DNA fragmentation. Tissue fixation, i.e., protein and DNA crosslinking and denaturation, hinders TUNEL reagent access to the 3′OH recessed ends. These results suggest that CRMRF alters certain functions that stimulate RF energy-induced apoptotic cell death. Additionally, the results presented in this study may help elucidate the processes at both the membrane and DNA levels involved in adipocyte damage following their exposure to thermal energy by the CET and RET types of CRMRF.

Tissue staining confirmed that fibrotic septa occurred in the adipose tissues at the treatment sites for all groups,
which indirectly confirmed that the mast cells became active, thereby inducing adipocyte death. Moreover, the Oil red O staining showed a pattern of damage by heat and recovery of the adipocytes. Additionally, TUNEL staining was performed to check the apoptosis process in the adipocytes, and the results indicated that RET was more effective than CET in this regard.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, this study was conducted to obtain data on the safety and performance of CRMRF for subcutaneous fat reduction, and a comparative test was conducted on the RET and CET types of RF stimulators. Further well-designed trials to confirm the results of the present case study are needed.
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